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A User-Driven System of Systems
10 Year Implementation Plan for the Global Earth Observing System
of Systems (GEOSS):
- build GEOSS as a user-driven system of systems;
- develop a User Requirement Registry;
- frequently review the user needs as a basis for gap analysis.

A User-Driven System of Systems
User Requirement Registry (URR) development started in 2006:
- extensive discussions on the data model;
- specification of the functionality.
In parallel, a review of user requirements was carried out;
based on published documents.
Implementation of the URR started in 2009;
made significant progress in 2010.
First experience with populating the URR;
using experts and the result of the review.
Concept of Operation (CoO) was developed in 2011:
specifies the final functionality of the URR.
Finalization of the URR according to the CoO planned for 2012.

A User-Driven System of Systems
The experience over the last years made clear:
Collecting information on user needs and translating them into
requirements for the observing system is not a straight-forward task.
The process for collecting user needs and requirements and the
registry need to:
- reach out to global users;
- enable users to express their needs;
- be flexible, adaptable, proactive, versatile, comprehensive;
- allow for frequent (gap) analysis.

GEOSS and Its Users
Workshop:
Building a User-Driven GEOSS: Methods to Capture, Analyze, and
Prioritize User Needs; Sydney, Australia, April 10, 2011
Recommendations:
Translation of user needs into requirements
Variety of methods for the collection of user needs
Discovery of unknown user groups
Diversity in terminology
Learning from Social Media
Identification of themes
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Building a User-Driven GEOSS: Methods to Capture, Analyze, and
Prioritize User Needs; Sydney, Australia, April 10, 2011
Recommendations:
Translation of user needs into requirements
Recognizing that users express needs that often imply more than observational
requirements, it is recommended that GEOSS develops the methodology to
translate user needs into requirements for observations, products, infrastructure,
services, and knowledge.
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Prioritize User Needs; Sydney, Australia, April 10, 2011
Recommendations:
Translation of user needs into requirements
Variety of methods for the collection of user needs
Recognizing that the collection of information on user needs and requirements for
observations, infrastructure, products and services requires a variety of methods, it
is recommended to maintain an ensemble approach to this task, including at a
minimum continuous crowd sourcing, frequent analyses of published reports, and
comprehensive harvesting of relevant registries.
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Variety of methods for the collection of user needs
Discovery of unknown user groups
Recognizing that there may be potentially large unknown user groups of Earth
observations and derived information, it is recommended that an attempt be made
to identify these groups through an analysis of web usage and other processes as
appropriate.
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GEOSS and Its Users
Workshop:
Building a User-Driven GEOSS: Methods to Capture, Analyze, and
Prioritize User Needs; Sydney, Australia, April 10, 2011
Recommendations:
Translation of user needs into requirements
Variety of methods for the collection of user needs
Discovery of unknown user groups
Diversity in terminology
Recognizing that user groups use their own, group and/or field specific
terminology to express their needs, and realizing that it will not be possible to
educate users to use a common, GEOSS-wide ontology, it is recommended that
GEOSS respects the diversity in user terminologies and develops tools that allow
to map the user needs into requirements expressed in a common GEOSS ontology.
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GEOSS and Its Users
Workshop:
Building a User-Driven GEOSS: Methods to Capture, Analyze, and
Prioritize User Needs; Sydney, Australia, April 10, 2011
Recommendations:
Translation of user needs into requirements
Variety of methods for the collection of user needs
Discovery of unknown user groups
Diversity in terminology
Learning from Social Media
Considering that users consistently express a need for GEOSS as a social media,
and recognizing that initiatives such as the Supersite initiative draw more
contributions and usage than the GEOSS registries, it is recommended that GEO
makes a dedicated effort to learn from social media and to add a strong social
media component to GEOSS.
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GEOSS and Its Users
Workshop:
Building a User-Driven GEOSS: Methods to Capture, Analyze, and
Prioritize User Needs; Sydney, Australia, April 10, 2011
Recommendations:
Translation of user needs into requirements
Variety of methods for the collection of user needs
Discovery of unknown user groups
Diversity in terminology
Learning from Social Media
Identification of themes
Understanding that many outreach activities to user groups require a thematic
focus, and realizing that a thematic approach often overlaps with several GEO
Communities of Practice, it is recommended that themes be identified for which
several CoPs should coordinate and work together in order to reach to the users
within these themes.

GEOSS Registries and User Requirement Registry

GEOSS Registries and User Requirement Registry

Gap Analysis and
Prioritizing

* General: General properties of the URR
* View: Searching the URR, viewing entries, and exporting them.
* Publish: Publishing new, and editing existing, entries.
* Analyses: Analyzing the URR contents.
* Preferences: Specifying preferences and developing personal portfolios.
* Login: Registering as a user of the URR and utilizing the benefits of a registered
user.
* Prepare Input: Comments on preparing input for the URR and examples.

The URR Data Model
Applications: processes and activities that use Earth observations or derived
information to produce new information, arrive at decisions, or execute
decisions.
User Types: generic users who are involved in applications, benefit from these,
or contribute to them.
Requirements: specifications of observations or derived products.
Research Needs: research tasks to be performed in order to enable
applications that are currently not possible due to a lack of knowledge.
Technology Needs: description of preferably observational requirements that
cannot be met because the necessary technology to carry out the observations
is not available and a description of what this technology would be.
Infrastructure Needs: description of requirements that cannot be met or
applications that can not take place because of the lack of infrastructure and a
description of the infrastructure necessary to enable the applications.
Capacity Needs: description of problems that in parts or globally cannot be
solved today because of a lack of capacity in terms of organizational or human
resources and a description of the necessary capacity building that would
enable applications addressing these problems.

The URR Data Model
The additional registries are:
Lexicon: collects all terms used in the URR; allows for the definition of
acronyms and abbreviations; specifies earth observation parameters; defines
keywords; specifies units of observation parameters or other quantities; defines
media; defines attributes of observations.
References: collects all references to documents (publications, reports, web
pages, etc.) that are used to link entries to more detailed background
information.
Capturing Interconnectivity:
Links: connect a source and target entries in two different or the same form.

The URR Data Model

The URR Data Model

Link concept turned out to be very powerful to capture connectivity
between different elements.
Allows the construction of value chains and networks of value chains
from Earth observations to end users.

Linking URR and Other GEOSS Registries

Analysis goals: Answer questions like:
URR internal:
- What user types and applications depend on this requirement?
- What data products are needed for this application?
URR and GCSR:
- Who is using my data for what?
- Are there data products that would meet my needs?
What is needed?
- Link URR and the GEOSS Components and Services Registries
- Map ontologies onto the URR Lexicon

Concept of Operation
Concept of Operation Document:
Describes the anticipated functunality, design, and administration of
the URR by the end of 2012.
Goals:
- All menus fully implemented
- Login required for publishing
- Login optional for all other actions
- Preferences available for customizing the URR
- Advanced graphical interface available
- More SBAs published
- Gap analysis possible
- Editing procedure established
- What level of editing is needed?
- Who should be involved as editors?

Approach to Populating the URR
Approach has three elements:
(1) Assessment Reports (e.g., US-09-01a)
(2) Open peer contributions (Wikipedia approach)
(3) Harvesting existing registries
For (1) and (2) considerable issues in understanding
Applications, User Types, Requirements, Links emerged
Reaction: On-line Tutorials; WebEx tutorials. What else?
Large difference in the quality of the entries

Conclusion:
There is a need for reviewing and editing of entries.

Approach to Populating the URR
Challenge:
Spam: Between 28 September and 10 October five entries were
visibly overwritten.
Response:
Require login for publishers.
Challenge:
URR data model differs from most published documents and
existing data bases.
Response:
Requires analysis of an area prior to publishing

